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Get as familiar as possible with
the IELTS speaking exam. Analyze
scoring details and types of questions asked.

  
Look for someone who is willing
to be on camera and help with the
project. Only needed for one video
sample.


Don’t be afraid to make mistakes.
Many errors could be fixed in
post-production! Have fun but be
serious.
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Once imported, create a backup!!!
Files at this point are gold. Even if
you lose an edit in the next step, the
original file is still available.

Let others watch your video before
finalizing. A second pair of eyes is
invaluable after editing for hours.

 
Before recording the final, run
through the script with interviewee
to overcome any challenges that
may appear while recording .


Move the footage from camera to
computer to save space for future
recordings if limited storage.

(
)

 

Write down or type a script to help
during the recording of the interview. Mark any areas where the
timer should start and end.


Choose either Final Cut Pro or
Adobe Premiere for editing 360 videos. Have fun and plan accordingly.

*
"!


Watch your product in VR and
share with the world.
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